A Little Girl That's Wise.

DUET.

Angelines and Squab.

Music by
GUSTAV LÜBERS.

Lyric by
GEORGE ADE.

Tempo di Schottische.

ANGELINE.

Tell me fickle college youth, when you go home this June, Will you not forget your Angeline?

SQUAB.

Cross my heart, I'll tell the truth, I'll come and see you soon.

ANGELINE.

Captivating Minnesota queen. Is it
true you liked another girl, before I came along? Well I

- most thought I did but now I see that I was wrong. It is

evident you long to flirt, Suppose I show you how? I would

be most grateful to you, start right now.

There are
Allegretto grazioso.

things we learn in college, That professors cannot teach, Each

p-mf

grazioso.

girl possesses knowledge That the L. D. can never reach. If you're

seeking information of a kind you'll truly prize, Go
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get your education from a little girl that's wise. There are wise,
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